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Identification of gene elements



Why is important to identify TSS, ATG,

exons and introns for one specific gene?

Manipulation of genomic regions



Where is my gene of interest?
Gene context could have a role in the gene regulation



All trascript annotated to this locus
What is the transcript that is target of my research?



GENOMIC REGULATORY REGION ELEMENTS





INACTIVE ENHANCER

ACTIVE ENHANCER



Single Cell Analysis
description







Single cell analysis to identify what genes are expressed in cell types





Your favourite gene expression in Single Cell-Seq datasets



Cluster of cell types in Single Cell-Seq dataset



ESR1 expression in Single Cell-Seq dataset









ESR1 expression in specific cell subtypes in Single Cell-Seq dataset



RNA-Seq analysis reveals that mHTT N terminus expression triggers

pro-inflammatory gene expression in BV2 microglia
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Gene ontology



The Gene Ontology project

provides controlled vocabularies of defined terms 

representing gene product properties.



These cover three domains:

Cellular Component: the parts of a cell or its extracellular environment;

Molecular Function, the elemental activities of a gene product at the

molecular level, such as binding or catalysis

Biological Process, operations or sets of molecular events with a defined

beginning and end, pertinent to the functioning of integrated living units: cells,

tissues, organs, and organisms.



In an example of GO annotation,

the gene product "cytochrome c"
Molecular Function term "oxidoreductase activity“

Biological Process terms "oxidative phosphorylation" and "induction of cell

death“

Cellular Component terms "mitochondrial matrix" and "mitochondrial inner

membrane".



Cellular Component terms

"mitochondrial matrix" and

"mitochondrial inner membrane".

Biological

Process terms

"oxidative

phosphorylation"

and "induction

of cell death“

Molecular Function

term"oxidoreductase activity“


